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Introduction
Dominic is a 4-year-old boy, born and raised in Bonn. His

parents are monolingual German speakers. He has 2
brothers. All 3 boys speak only German.

Mia is a 2-year-old girl living with her English speaking
parents in California. She was adopted at the age of 19
months from an orphanage in China.

Diego is a 2-year old boy born in Paraguay. His father, a
Paraguayan, speaks Spanish & Guarani, 2 official
languages of Paraguay. His mother, from Taiwan, is a
native speaker of Mandarin & Taiwanese & a fluent
second language speaker of Spanish. Diego spends much
time with his maternal grandmother who is a native
speaker of Mandarin & Taiwanese, but speaks little
Spanish.



Introduction
Dominic exposed to German only.

Mia needs to deal with the change in languages spoken
around her & with being socialized into a new
environment, in addition to distress, neglect & lack of
interaction in her early development as an orphan.

Diego, like other multilingual children, has been exposed
to at least 3 languages from birth, & has to understand &
produce the multiple languages spoken around him.

But a) how do children, in a monolingual or multilingual
context, acquire their 1st language(s) 

b) how does the language environment affect
children’s acquisition.



Facts & problems of 1st language acquisition

Children learn to speak to communicate & socialise.

They follow several developmental stages in this process:

Pre-speech & babbling: ‘goo-goo-gaa-gaa’

3 months cooing & vocalizations repetitions of a
6 months babbling syllable

Sounds & gestures to attract attention & intentional
send affective signals (happy, agitated,...) communication

1st words: ‘ma-ma’, ‘lu_’ for ‘look’ 9 months
even deaf children

objects: car
1st words important people over-extended meaning

routines: nite-nite, bye (request, like, moving th)



Facts & problems of 1st language acquisition

1st sentences/combining words: ‘daddy car’, ‘dog gone’

With 50 words, they make 2 word-utterances to describe

These sentences lack grammatical structure or inflections.

Complex sentences: ‘Please can I have some more?’

more vocabulary
sentence complexity

By age of 4 use of morphemes (plural & past tense)
pragmatic skills (politeness) & speech acts
overgeneralizations: goed, bringed

Ownership
daddy car

Events: 
ball fall

Location: 
key box

Action: 
eat bickie



Facts & problems of 1st language acquisition
Conversational skills:

initiate conversations
4 years on organise their discourse

adjust their conversation styles to context

Characteristics of 1st lang. acquisition:
 Speed: children understand & produce utterances by the

age of 4 or 5.
 Individual differences in speed & manner, but same

outcome.
 Resourcefulness: communicate many meanings & make

their intentions known with limited vocabulary by
extending word meaning & using gestures, facial
expressions, vocalizations, etc.



Facts & problems of 1st language acquisition
Problems:

interpret & put words together
Children appropriately (performance)

develop implicit knowledge of what is
allowed or not in a language (competence)

create utterances they know if a sentence is
haven’t heard ungrammatical

she were crying

children work out hot to
extract sounds & word units

from speech



Study activity

Read the following exchange between a child and his
father. What does it tell you about the child’s speech?

CHILD: There is a fiss in there.
FATHER: You mean there’s a fish in there.
CHILD: Yes, there’s a fiss.
FATHER: There is a fiss in there?
CHILD: No, there’s a FISS in there.



Generative paradigm

Generative paradigm children have an innate knowledge
of universal grammar (Chomsky).

Characteristics:
 An innate & biologically determined faculty of the mind
responsible for language acquisition & use.

 Universal Grammar (UG) set of universal principles
underlying the structure of
all human languages

Template for children to generalize about grammar.

Input children receive is necessary but not sufficient for
language development.



Generative paradigm
The generative paradigm has influenced several theories to
explain 1st, 2nd & bilingual acquisition

Optimality theory

Language acquisition a ranking process whereby output 
candidates are evaluated against a set of ordered

constraints.

Bootstraping children are genetically equipped with a 
program to get the process of language acquistion started.

Children pay attention to specific cues in linguistically
relevant structural units & properties.



Other theories
Child’s ability to extract regularities
from the linguistic structure.

8-month-old children, exposed for 2
minutes to streams of speech,
recognised the 3 syllables paired
together as opposed to nonwords.

Language acquisition is guided by

Statistical
learning
model

Usage
based

approach

Communica
tive

function

Need to
understand

others

Make one’s
intentions

understood



Input in language acquisition
children’s innate language-specific capacity

2 key issues the role input plays in language acquisition

- Main input child-directed speech (CDS)

speech
directed to

young
children

unique
features

negotiation
bet. caregiver

& child

motherese baby talk

children don’t
answer with

complete 
linguistic units

adults fine-
tune



Input in language acquisition
Adult fine-tuning (characteristics):
Adults adjust CDS to child’s age & language ability:

- Pre-linguistic stage: Prosodic fine-tuning
- 1st word stage: phonetic & phonological fine-tuning
-1st sentences: syntax, length of utterances, & words
correlate with those of the child; add missing items.

Fine-tuning CDS also happens in atypical circumstances:
children with hearing impairments, visual disabilities, Down
syndrome, language impairments & learning difficulties

more directive & simpler semantics
CDS as a form of socialization subject to sociocultural
aspects: high pitch with people of high status in Mayan
culture.



Input in language acquisition
peer-to-peer skills to communicate

- Other inputs older siblings with less familiar
input by fathers audiences



BAMFLA
Bilingual & multilingual 1st language acquisition (BAMFLA)

development of languages in such children

-Differences with monolingual 1st lang. acquisition & early
2nd lang. acquisition?

-Similarities bet. BAMFLA & monolingual 1st lang. acquisition

Both follow an order in lang. development: babbling 1st
words multi-word stage complex utterances.

Both follow an overall time frame: over 5 years.

Variations in the ages of children’s milestones.



BAMFLA
-Differences bet. 1st lang. acq. & BAMFLA:

 Use of code-switching with 2-word utterances.

Highly structured & grammatically constrained

coordination of both languages during switching

Different degrees of code-switching depending on the age:

1. Code-mixing of any content words: “I want café” 
2. Syntactic mixing (the syntactic system of one language 

with words from the other language): “Isabella’s pelota”

3. An utterance contained blends: “no me pushes”.



BAMFLA
Languages don’t develop at the same speed: Variations in

the level of comprehension &/or production due to
imbalance in lang. input & lang. dominance.

Lang. being acquired interfere with each other: transfer,
acceleration & delay.

BAMFLA proves children’s capacity in lang. development

Bilingual/multilingual children can speak 2 or + lang. like
monolinguals despite limited input in each language.

Lang. development constrained by a set of universals
interacting with linguistic, environmental, cultural, political

& economic factors.



Cross-linguistic studies & 1st lang. acq.
Innateness & input are essential for lang. development but
unclear to what extent & how they interact with lang. acq.

compare patterns of lang. identify common patterns
development across children across languages &
acquiring different languages lang.-specific patterns

Which properties of lang. development are determined by
structure of lang. & which are universal.

Cross-
linguistic
studies



Cross-linguistic studies & 1st lang. acq.
1. Acquisition of syntax in Finnish, Polish, Turkish & Dutch

has proven
children’s 1st sentences follow the order of their lang.

(SVO, SOV, VSO)

2. Phonological development in 11 languages has proven:

a. discrepancies in the age of acq. of common sounds

b. unmarked sounds precede marked sounds

c. common error patterns: replace marked sounds by
unmarked sounds.

3. Acquisition of pragmatics, what is normal in a lang. may
be atypical in another: nonverbal behaviour (gestures or
silence).



Language socialization
Process in which children, teenagers or newer members of 

communities learn to speak the lang. in a way appropriate to
the community & adapt to the beliefs & norms of that lang.

It takes place in 4 ways:

Explicit instruction & learning what to say & how to say it.

Inexplicit instruction & learning what to say & how to say
it: draw attention to children’s lang. through repetition,
extensions & comments.

Explicit instruction & learning of norms, beliefs & values.

Inexplicit influence: gender-appropriate behaviours are
encouraged covertly: ‘no’ & ‘don’t’ + frequent with boys

conversations with girls when helping



Language socializationContext Channels

Sources



Language socialization
It helps us understand the interpersonal and cultural
dimensions of lang. acq:

1. Interpersonal dimension: Learning when & how to use
linguistic forms to communicate in a way appropriate to
a community.

children’s motivation communicate & socialize

2. Cultural dimension:

a. learning a lang. involves sociocultural knowledge

b. socialization varies across cultures (cross-cultural
approach): Kaluli (Papua New Guinea) caregivers
speak for children but don’t talk to them.
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